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Technology Incorporated (“ZeroNines”), and is being furnished by ZeroNines,
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limited number of third parties potentially interested in exploring business
continuity solutions. ZeroNines does not make any representations as to the future
performance of ZeroNines. Additionally, ZeroNines believes that the sources of
the information presented herein are reliable, but there can be no assurance that
such information is accurate and ZeroNines expressly disclaims any and all
liability for representations or warranties, expressed or implied, contained in, or
for omissions from, this Guide or any other written or oral communication
transmitted or made available, except such representations and warranties as may
be specifically provided in definitive contracts to be executed and delivered.
Except as otherwise indicated, this Guide speaks as of the date hereof. Neither the
delivery of this Guide nor any ensuing discussions conducted hereunder shall,
under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been no change in
the affairs of ZeroNines after the date hereof, or other specified date. This Guide is
being furnished for information purposes only with the understanding that
recipients will use it only to decide whether to proceed with discussions with
ZeroNines management involving ZeroNines solutions. The information contained
in this Guide is confidential and proprietary to ZeroNines and is being submitted
solely for recipients’ confidential use with the express understanding that, without
the prior express permission of ZeroNines, such persons will not release this
document or discuss the information contained herein or make reproductions or
use it for any purpose other than potential discussions with ZeroNines
management. By accepting this Guide, the recipient reaffirms its obligations set
forth in the Confidentiality Agreement entered into in connection with the receipt
of the Guide and agrees: (a) to maintain in strict confidence the contents of the
Guide in accordance with such Confidentiality Agreement; (b) not to copy any
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Problem and Solution

Recent executive attention has focused on server consolidation, coa‐
lescing numerous services on fewer computers running at higher
average utilization. Diminished expense growth and augmented
agility attract this investment.
ZeroNines believes executives have received an incomplete picture
of the risk‐adjusted present value of virtualization, especially server
consolidation. Enterprises exponentially increase their probability
of application catastrophe by performing consolidation without
additional infrastructure improvements. Consolidating customers
also face site and cutover risks.
ZeroNines believes in server consolidation. Correctly architected
server consolidation is a wise investment. Executives who fail to
adopt or adapt other business continuity measures in parallel with
consolidation, however, might be reducing the risk‐adjusted present
value of their companies and careers.
With this Brief, we address this concern. We first describe the consol‐
idation context, review the most cited benefits of consolidation, and
quantify the traditional business case. We then extend the tradi‐
tional business case with a quantitative analysis of catastrophic risk.
We explore improvements that can be made along with consolida‐
tion, focusing on the ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable architecture and
technology. An appendix explores the software licensing implica‐
tions of server consolidation and the AlwaysAvailable architecture.
ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable architecture eliminates catastrophic
risk, site risk and cutover risk. By linking servers and operating sys‐
tems from multiple vendors—with our patented transaction‐level
technology that is fully compatible with leading virtualization prod‐
ucts—we support the unprecedented combination of server avail‐
ability and managerial flexibility.
The effect is similar to assembling ordinary struts into a geodesic
dome. Our architecture makes the system more reliable than its
component parts, and the larger the system, the more flexible and
robust it (and IT) become.
Vendor‐ and platform‐neutral, across thousands of miles regardless
of the network provider. Always on. AlwaysAvailable.
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Consolidation context
Server consolidation is a flavor of virtualization. Server consolidation
implements the virtualization concept.
Virtualization is a venerable principle of computing systems design.
With virtualization, an application software program calls system
resources such as storage, peripherals or special processors, as if the
application has exclusive access to them. A resource manager, such
as an operating system, furnishes access to the resources while man‐
aging resource contention. The application can be low‐level, such as
network software or database, or high‐level, such as a business
application. Virtualization simplifies application design, develop‐
ment, deployment and management—so everyone in the IT value
chain is a stakeholder.
Details follow. Readers who do not require details can, without loss of con‐
tinuity or meaning, go to “Consolidation as a way to use virtualiza‐
tion” on page 1‐2.

How virtualization has
been available

Hardware proliferation
headache

Virtualization has a lengthy and distinguished history. It has long
been supported on the most expensive, highest‐throughput comput‐
ing systems that have delivered the greatest available uptime.
Among the commercial pioneers, IBM has supported the Virtual
Machine (VM) capability, hosting multiple operating systems such as
OS390 on its own processor chips. The Unix operating system, in
both uni‐ and multi‐processor configurations from a variety of ven‐
dors, has supported virtualization for applications since the 1980s.
Until recently, virtualization support was not available on the small‐
est systems.
Both the VM/OS390 and Unix implementations have showed scalabil‐
ity and throughput superior to small systems running Microsoft
Windows. From their industrial strength design requirements, the
larger systems have been more expensive to purchase and easier for
large enterprises to manage.
The smaller systems, by contrast, have driven low acquisition
expense and the managerial migraines of “server farm” prolifera‐
tion. Because of the relatively weak ability of the smaller systems to
switch between tasks, the application deployment rule of thumb has
become “one application, one server.” Simultaneously, the absolute
need to support activity surges has required peak capacities far
above average capacity utilization. These two factors, 1:1 and surge
headroom, have yielded heartbreakingly low average system utili‐
zation and the perception of waste of utility and real estate expendi‐
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tures. Capital expenses have been reasonably low and dropping.
Operating expenses have been high and rising. Frustration has per‐
sisted.
Consistent with the disruption of computer industry structure that
accelerated in the 1990s, virtualization is now available on the least
expensive class of general purpose processors, whether they run
open‐source or proprietary operating systems.

Consolidation as a way to
use virtualization

Virtualization support in chips and operating systems consolidates
server functions and simplifies server provisioning. The consoli‐
dated infrastructure uses fewer physical servers running at higher
utilization. The consolidated infrastructure is easier to manage and
more responsive to changes in demand, both quantitative (surge)
changes and qualitative changes in business requirements such as
needs for new products and services. Analogous effects are also
available from storage virtualzation.
Figure 1‐1 depicts a 6:1 server consolidation ratio. The application
processing load of six physical servers is consolidated to one physi‐
cal server of identical capacity. Prior utilization of 10% per physical
server coalesces to 60% utilization on the target server. This is the
conceptually simplest form of server consolidation.

Figure 1-1
6:1 server consolidation
1

The more common variation of consolidation deploys newer, faster,
more efficient multi‐core processors in the target server to acommo‐
date higher consolidation ratios. Intel’s IT organization has reported
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an 8:1 consolidation with a 66% speed increase and 86% electricity
decrease, suggesting direct annual operating expense savings over
$6,000 per consolidation (ignoring space, networking and power
backup).1
Intel documents cases of higher ratios:
•

•

Mechanics Bank reports a 12:1 consolidation ratio and 5‐year
expense savings of $1.5–1.7 million.2
AtlantiCare, a health services provider, reports a 16:1 ratio.3

Overall, research suggests that simple server consolidation can save
many enterprises 60% of expenses driven by server hardware. This
analysis is incomplete because it ignores changes in risk.

1
2
3

“Server Consolidation Using Quad‐Core Processors.” Intel, 2006.
http://tinyurl.com/yqt62k
http://tinyurl.com/yva2fp
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Operational and financial effects of
consolidation
The most commonly cited financial effects of server consolidation
are constrained growth of capital expense and operating expense. In
this view, the traditionally calculated financial present value of the
firm is higher with consolidated infrastructure. This business case
for server consolidation, unadjusted for risk, has proved almost irre‐
sistible for the large enterprises that have considered it.
Details follow. Readers who do not require details can, without loss of con‐
tinuity or meaning, go to “Risks of consolidation” on page 1‐7.
Figure 1-2
Benefits logic
1

The pillars of consolidation business value are:
•
•
•

reduced quantity of physical servers
increase in asset consistency
virtual server provisioning.

The assets are the tangible capital assets, such as replacement serv‐
ers, and relatively intangible “human capital” assets such as proce‐
dures for server provisioning and maintenance. The latter can be
made more tangible and repeatable through process automation
software.
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Physical server quantity
reductions

Asset consistency

Virtual server provisioning
is enabled

The decrease in physical server quantity alone reduces operating
expense through lower real estate and utility expenses. New multi‐
core processor chips cost less per application load per watt. Greater
power at higher utilization means fewer processors are required to
perform a given amount of work. Less server hardware is required,
so less space is needed to house it.4
Increases in asset consistency drive higher utilization of the assets
that remain. There is less variety and more efficiency. The operating
expense efficiency increases again as asset consistency and asset
quantity reductions interact.
Virtual server provisioning is a dramatically important benefit of
consolidation. Instead of days or weeks to prepare a new physical
server for a business application, per with the “one application, one
server” rule, the IT function can prepare a new “virtual” server in a
matter of minutes or perhaps hours. The variable cost of enabling a
new application is slashed dramatically even as the consistency and
quality of server provisioning increases.
Server provisioning expenses grow slower later due to the ability of
the new infrastructure to scale by means of the virtualization fea‐
tures of the processor chips and operating system software. Virtual
provisioning permanently reduces unit expense while constraining
capital expense growth.
Faster application provisioning means greater business agility and
uptime. For many business executives, this translates directly to
higher enterprise revenue. Entire revenue growth curves shift
upward simply through the power of rapid provisioning.
Virtual provisioning also enables a great deal of behind‐the‐scenes
flexibility in the IT function. Server images can be easily provisioned
and decommissioned for testing, maintenance and other purposes
that are practically invisible to senior management, yet essential to
the success of better business models.

4
ZeroNines has also seen research showing data center wattage requirements
can be reduced even more with clever cabinet design, replacement of traditional
rack fans with more reliable blowers, deactivation of unneeded chips from system
boards, and fluid dynamics studies.“Keeping Your Cool in the Data Center while
Consolidating and Virtualizing your IT Infrastructure.” Appro International, Inc.,
2006.
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Software licensing is a
consideration

1-6

Virtualization vendors emphasize that software licensing expense
reduction is not a direct effect of virtualization. We agree. ZeroNines
first examined this issue in 2006 and formulated guidance for our
clients. For more information, see the appendix “Software Licensing
Implications.”
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Risks of consolidation
ZeroNines believes executives have received an incomplete picture
of the risk‐adjusted present value of virtualization, especially server
consolidation. Enterprises exponentially increase their probability
of application catastrophe by performing consolidation without
additional infrastructure improvements. Consolidating customers
also face site and cutover risks.
These risks are discussed below. Details follow. Readers who do not
require details can, without loss of continuity or meaning, go to
“Improvement strategies” on page 1‐11.
(In the explanation that follows, preconsolidation is abbreviated as
“precon,” and postconsolidation is abbreviated as “postcon.”)

Catastrophic risk

We define an application catastrophe as the concurrent absence of
all mission‐essential application service. Application catastrophes
are worse than the sum of their parts. When customer‐ or supplier‐
facing applications are down and the email or incident management
system is also down, the company has difficulty communicating
with important external parties and its own ability to solve the prob‐
lem decreases because needed internal coordination is more diffi‐
cult. “Going dark” is dark indeed.
Catastrophic risk is driven by the eggs‐in‐one‐basket problem. If all
your application eggs are in one server basket that fails, you skip at
least one meal.
The quantitative analysis of catastrophic risk rests on a joint proba‐
bility analysis. Figure 1‐3 on page 1‐8 illustrates the increase in this
risk.
The horizontal axis is the precon annual probability of N hours of
downtime due to a server failure. This is the basic rate that assumes
failures occur independently, that the failure of one server does not
change the probability of another server failure. ZeroNine’s analysis
of downtime studies suggests that most firms’ probabilities fall
somewhere within the range of these baseline risks. Organizations
who wish to identify their own position on the horizontal axis con‐
sult their downtime record, simulation, or Business Impact Assess‐
ment, and then select a known probability percentage for a known
N hours of downtime.
The three mildly curved lines that slope downward represent
annual precon catastrophic risk of varying server quantities: 6, 10
and 14 servers. These represent probabilities of simultaneous server
failure calculated from the basic failure rates. They conservatively
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overstate precon risk, so the chart understates postcon risk growth
depicted in the orange lines. Organizations can plot their position
by using the probability percentage and then selecting the down‐
ward sloping line that most closely corresponds to the actual or
planned consolidation ratio.

Figure 1-3
Exponential growth of catastrophic
risk with consolidation5
1

Precon annual probability of catastrophe, 6 servers (left scale)
10 servers
14 servers
Postcon annual probability of catastrophe (left scale)
Catastrophic risk increase without other improvement, 14:1 (right scale, log.)
10:1
6:1
100.00%
4,109%

90.00%
80.00%

Each orange line depicts the increase in
catastrophic risk from its corresponding
dark-pigment line, precon catastrophic risk,
to the blue line, postcon catastrophic risk.
Actual (lower) precon risks imply higher
growth rates in postcon catastrophic risk
because postcon risk, blue line, is
constant. Postcon risk grows exponentially
with consolidation ratio and precon
reliability: the higher the consolidation ratio
or precon reliability, the faster the postcon
risk growth.

1,719%

70.00%

1,232%

727%

60.00%

645%
293%

50.00%
40.00%

95%

332%

321%
205%

158%
125%

30.00%
59%

69%

20.00%
10.00%

29%

0.00%
95%

90%

85%

80%

75%

Precon annual probability of N hours of downtime due to a server failure

The blue line represents the annual postcon catastrophic probability.
This is the same for all cases because, absent other nonconsolidation
improvements, the probability is the same as the horizontal axis
value at each data point. It is the simple probability of failure of the
unimproved postcon server environment.
The orange lines indicate the increase in postcon catastrophic risk at
varying consolidation ratios and precon server failure probabilities,
assuming no other infrastructure improvements. Catastrophic risk
always increases. The best‐case change, at the left end of the thinnest
orange line, is a 29% increase. These risks worsen expontentially
with consolidation ratio and precon reliability (the right‐hand scale
is logarithmic).
We now turn to two other categories of risk: site and cutover risks.

5
It is mere coincidence that “95%” is the same value at the left end of the orange
14:1 postcon risk growth line and on the horizontal axis below it. The orange line
value represents the increase in catasrophic risk, a growth rate. The horizontal axis
represents the annual basic server failure probability, assumed constant.
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Site risk
Site risk is the risk from losing application service from a data center
due to site‐wide failure. These failures are almost always caused by
a local physical disaster, such as a fire, flood, earthquake or an elec‐
trical surge that overwhelms protective circuits.
In the “should not happen” category, regional electrical outages
driven by natural disasters, such as those caused by hurricanes or
even grid management errors, can drive intermittent failures over
days that collectively exhaust battery backup systems of telecom‐
munications providers.
Example On August 12, 2004, Hurricane Charley caused electrical
grid fluctuations that drained the Orlando local exchange carrier
battery backup systems, isolating our node. Our own battery system
prevailed and still had 75% of required charge when commercial
power was reliabliy restored, but the site could not communicate for
16 hours because of LEC downtime.
Note Every application service protected by the ZeroNines Alway‐
sAvailable architecture and technology has remained available to its
application clients’ network 100% since implementation. There has
never been a case of an AlwaysAvailable application client failing to
reach its AlwaysAvailable application service across an operational
network.
Although site risk is not driven by server consolidation, the tempta‐
tion to centralize everything is quite strong and is best resisted.
Leading server virtualization software was not designed to address
site risk. The products do not perform transaction mirroring within
a site, much less across the distances necessary to ensure business
continuity in case of a disaster.
ZeroNines recommends that organizations capture the risk manage‐
ment benefits of multi‐site application support. ZeroNines uses the
“site diversity” concept to indicate a number of server sites that
share no physical exposures, such as infrastructure failure, natural
disaster, fire or explosion. When server sites are diverse, dispersed
by hundreds or thousands of miles and not dependent on the same
infrastructure, AlwaysAvailable application availability is feasible.
Example Sites n New York and Singapore are diverse. They share
neither natural disasters nor essential infrastructure such as
electricity, water, or local exchange carriers. In this example, site
diversity is two: two sites with no shared exposure.

Cutover risk

Cutover risk is change risk, the risk that something will go wrong
during a change that causes unplanned downtime.

Problem and Solution
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The prevailing practice of server consolidation requires business to
halt. Consolidation requires business application service to cease
while technicians cut over to the postcon server. The most common
euphemism for this is “quiescing” the application. Quiescing the
application means stopping the business. By definition, it is a high‐
risk event.6
Quiescing an application and achieving cutover usually requires
changes to the application and to network addressing. The execu‐
tion time for these changes depends largely on the volume of work
and human error rates. Aside from utilization of our AlwaysAvail‐
able architecture, we have never seen this time measured in seconds
for a server consolidation.
Because of the high risk of the event and variable time required,
cutovers are scheduled to occur when the business impact will be
minimized, away from processing peaks at least. The pressure to
“make it happen” on schedule drives personnel to extra effort in the
weeks and days prior to the event. In practice, therefore, cutovers
are attempted outside of normal working hours when personnel are
sleep‐deprived from a combination of long and shifting work hours.
Sleep deprivation exacerbates reaction time and judgment similar to
alcohol impairment.
The theoretical flaw of the cutover archetype is that it requires an
event that halts the business. The disaster recovery architecture,
which uses the synonym “failover,” is based on the cutover arche‐
type and suffers from similar risks that are amplified by disaster
trauma.7

6
Most IT organizations manage this risk as a “configuration management” or
“change control” problem. The most spectacular career‐crunching failures of the IT
function that do not involve fraud reside in this category of operations.The other
euphemism, most often used by business executives, is “migrating,” and it also
misleads. Migration is a smooth and natural process, not an event.
7
We see the cutover archetype as a subtle systems design flaw that, in addition
to driving unsubtle risks, also feeds the organizational learning disability known as
the “fixation on events.” For more information, see The Fifth Discipline, Peter
Senge, Doubleday, 1990.
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Improvement strategies
Organizations who consider server consolidation face the choice of
higher catastrophic risk or implementation of additional improve‐
ments to the baseline case.
Improvements to consider and the impact on each of the risks of
consolidation are summarized in Table 1‐1.
Table 1-1
Improvement strategies to address
consolidation risk

Risk impact
Strategy

Catastrophic

Site

Cutover

Target hardware

Reduces

None

None

Application
distribution

Reduces

Reduces, if
precon sites
retained

None

Eliminates

Eliminates

Eliminates

AlwaysAvailabl
e architecture

Target hardware
improvement

Absent an architectural change such as we deliver in AlwaysAvail‐
able, reduction of catastrophic risk can be pursued by reduction of
the failure rate of each component of the postcon system. ZeroNines
recommends that the best budget‐feasible server hardware available
be utilized for consolidation. Thanks to improvements from Intel,
AMD and other chipmakers, the latest processors really are the great‐
est as well: more reliable, effective and efficient. We see customers
doing this build‐down already, and we applaud it.
Note Customers of ZeroNines do not need to discard their fully
depreciated server hardware, and we suggest that it be considered
for AlwaysAvailable implementation. Our AlwaysAvailable tech‐
nology does not require matching server and network specifica‐
tions. The existence of computing viruses as a corporate threat is a
strong case for retaining diversity of vendors and operating sys‐
tems. ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable is vendor‐ and platform‐agnostic.
ZeroNines recommends that customers seeking server hardware
improvements consult their hardware vendors carefully about the
achievements and limits of statistical process control. We would not
be surprised to hear that SPC has driven server manufacturing to the
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statistical space where quality differences cannot be explained
systematically with high confidence. Eventually randomness rules.
We suggest there is a natural limit to the additional reliability that
managment can accomplish within a centralized architecture. To the
extent that brand‐name vendors rely on fewer contract manufactur‐
ing firms, there are fewer opportunities for vendor differentiation
on reliability. Buying better hardware can only take you so far, and
you might be closer to that statistical wall than you recognize.

Required increase in server quality
How much better do servers need to be so postcon catastrophic risk
is no worse than precon? The percentage increases required match
the catastrophic risk increases from the base case (see Figure 1‐4).
Vendors increase server reliability in the normal course of their
product design activities, but the required increases that we are dis‐
cussing are not trivial. Higher consolidation ratios require stupen‐
dous server quality improvements. Vendors might achieve these
increases over time, but probably not within one or a few deprecia‐
tion cycles. Because the wall is tall, we think it imprudent to bet an
improvement campaign solely on a server‐improvement strategy.
Precon annual probability of catastrophe, 6 servers (left scale)

Figure 1-4
Server quality increases required
to equalize catastrophic risk

10 servers
14 servers
Server quality increase required to achieve equalize catastrophic risk, 14:1 (right scale)

1

10:1
6:1
100%

10,000%

90%

4,109%

80%
1,719%
70%

1,232%

60%

645%

50%

293%

40%
30%

1,000%

727%

332%

95%

321%
205%

158%

100%

125%
59%

69%

20%
10%

29%

0%

10%
95%

90%

85%

Precon annual probability of downtime on 1 server due to server failure
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Application distribution

Organizations who perform consolidation are unwise to take the
concept to its logical conclusion and centralize all applications on
one server. Although this is possible and even seems desirable, the
likelihood that prudent availability levels can credibly be sustained
in this manner is remote.8 ZeroNines recommends that application
instances be distributed across multiple physical servers at diverse
sites, even if our AlwaysAvailable architecture and technology are
not in use.
The best consolidation is not the greatest consolidation. Purists
argue that “the effort is about consolidation, so consolidate!” We
believe that the effort is about securing the risk adjusted present
value of shareholder wealth. Consolidation is best managed as a
means to this end.
By operating at the transaction level, ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable
technology supports 100% application uptime from diverse hard‐
ware, operating systems and networks, unconstrained by distance
and unaffected by latency. We are aware of no alternative that can
do this.

8
We have seen exactly one analysis showing that a single‐server approach
produced a higher risk‐adjusted value than a multi‐server approach. The superior
product was discontinued by its manufacturer because it was too expensive to
build for the pricing model used at the time.
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AlwaysAvailable as a Solution

Effective enterprise IT is adaptive to change and always on, even
during a disaster. Efficient IT returns the most power per input unit
of human capital, real estate and utilities. With ZeroNines Alway‐
sAvailable architecture and technology, no one has to make the dras‐
tic tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency that lurks in poorly
architected virtual infrastructure. ZeroNines believes it is possible
to increase the risk‐adjusted present value of a company with con‐
solidation that uses our AlwaysAvailable business continuity archi‐
tecture and technology. The customer splits the expense savings of
virtualization between hardware consolidation and AlwaysAvail‐
able architecture. The expected result is enterprise IT that is effective
and efficient.
ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable architecture eliminates catastrophic
risk, site risk and cutover risk. By linking servers and operating sys‐
tems from multiple vendors—with our patented transaction‐level
technology that is fully compatible with leading virtualization prod‐
ucts—we support the unprecedented combination of server avail‐
ability and managerial flexibility.
The always‐on nature of our technology is important. It means you
always know that your business continuity is always working,
rather than waiting for a “recovery” test or actual disaster to learn
that something does not work.
The remainder of this chapter explains why and how AlwaysAvail‐
able eliminates these risks. We address our motivations for the
development of AlwaysAvailable, including weaknesses of the
cutover‐based disaster recovery architecture and recent commercial
and regulatory trends. We then explain how AlwaysAvailable
works—it cuts cutover—and we conclude with a case study of our
technology in action.
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Why we developed the
AlwaysAvailable architecture
ZeroNines’ belief in the value of business continuity exceeds our
faith in disaster recovery strategy and other commercially available
products and services. Our founders have seen so many organiza‐
tions go down because of the limitations of widely used single‐ven‐
dor DR implementations. ZeroNines has developed the patented
AlwaysAvailable method and architecture to enable real multiven‐
dor business continuity. Our technology is fully compatible with
leading server virtualization products.

Continuity is valuable

How valuable is business continuity, and why?
Data security and business continuity are valuable because opera‐
tional failures are expensive in their direct and indirect costs. A
vivid example of direct cost is lost revenue. An indirect cost is a
drop in the company’s stock price after an operational crisis.
A recent study of 350 operational crises at North American and
European financial institutions, in which the direct financial loss
exceeded $1 million per crisis, shows shareholder loss metastasizes
to 12x the direct loss over 120 working days, cutting total share‐
holder returns by an average of 2 percent. The average direct loss in
the sample is $65 million. Less than half of the risk events in the
sample are from betrayals such as embezzlement, loan fraud, decep‐
tive sales practices, antitrust violations and noncompliance with
industry regulations, leaving more than half to other categories such
as natural disasters and computer system failures.1

1
The study assessed 350 events since 1990 from Fitch Risk Management’s OpVar
Loss database. Events were classified with guidance from the Bank for
International Settlements. Early stage work was performed by Professor
Ron Anderson of the London School of Economics, and the study was completed
by Dunnett, Simoes and Levy of McKinsey & Company’s London office.
“Managing Operational Risk in Banking,” McKinsey Quarterly 2005, 1.
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Figure 2-1
Indirect vs direct losses, financial
services firm crises (McKinsey)
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Additional quantitative studies of operational failures include the
following:
•

•

•

Since 1982, “failover” software recovery attempts using
traditional disaster recovery approaches have averaged 40 per
year, primarily due to loss of electricity, hardware and fires.2
Large companies forego 3.6 percent of revenue annually due to
downtime, and the leading cause of those failures is application
software faults, 36 percent of the total.3
Of the 350 companies in the World Trade Center before the 1993
bombing, 150 were out of business a year later because of the
disruption.4

These are examples of private value of business continuity, when the
wealth of one set of shareholders, or the paychecks of one set of
employees, is at risk.

2
CPR Research, 2005.
3
The Costs of Enterprise Downtime“, Infonectics Research, 2/11/2004.
4
Gartner/RagingWire report cited in “Without the wires,” Fabio Campagna,
Disaster Recovery Journal, Winter 2002.
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New expectations for
resilience

Systemic risk is the value lost when the interaction of different com‐
panies or parts of the economy is disrupted. This is the conceptual
space where economic damage of a disaster grows exponentially
and the complexity of recovery stupefies the imagination. It is the
place where companies greet regulators who are interested in
uptime. We believe regulators are beginning to view firms that can‐
not recover quickly as imposers of economic externalities, like pol‐
luters. Appropriately or not, what has long been a private matter of
competition is becoming a public matter of regulation.
As part of the Federal regulatory response to 9/11, three Federal
agencies solicited financial services industry comments on draft
resilience practices for the US financial system. The thrust and intent
of the draft was retained in the Interagency Paper issued in
April 2003. The Paper now has Final Rule status.5
In interpreting the Interagency Paper, ZeroNines concurs with the
Evaluator Group, a consultancy, to wit:
Every CIO and Chief Legal Officer needs to read these
documents. While they apply only to their industries in the
short run…, they…. will define security standards for much
of the IT industry by the end of this decade.6
Regulators expect essential firms to recover and resume with zero
data loss within two hours of a disaster (the two‐hour rule) using a
distant secondary site (the dispersal rule). They state that “back‐up
sites should not rely on the same infrastructure components (e.g.
transportation, telecommunications, water supply and electrical
power) used by the primary site.” Regulators clearly want a failover
site hundreds of miles away from the primary site so the secondary
site is not disrupted by the same weapon of mass destruction, earth‐
quake or hurricane that disrupts or destroys the primary site. When
the Interagency draft was circulated for comment in August 2002,
all three of these trauma scenarios were plausible.
Note ZeroNines’ site diversity concept enables our customers to
fulfill the requirements of the dispersal rule. The always‐on nature
of our MultiSynch technology enables customers to fulfill the
requirements of the two‐hour rule—or, for that matter, two‐minute
or two‐second rules, if they are ever established.
Information security and business continuity standards are chang‐
ing and the trend is clear. Customers are beginning to judge by the

5
Unless otherwise noted, what follows is based on ZeroNines analysis and
“Interagency Paper on Sound Practices to Strengthen the Resilience of the U.S.
Financial System.” Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency, Securities and Exchange Commission. April 2003.
6 “All aboard the new federal security rules super train,” Jack Scott,
TechTarget.com, 6/11/2003.
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new standard of business continuity, virtually 100 percent accessibil‐
ity. The more important your firm is to the economy—the more suc‐
cessful it is or the more central its role in commerce—then the more
likely you face the security and continuity requirements of regu‐
lated industries. We are not saying that this degree of government
involvement is appropriate or not. We state that it is expanding.
Figure 2‐2 on page 2‐4 depicts IDC research indicating a 53% reduc‐
tion in commercial expectations of planned + unplanned downtime
through CYE2007.
Figure 2-2
Commercial operational continuity
expectations (IDC)7
2

97.2%

97.8%

98.4%

98.7%

244
Availability
Downtime hours

189
141

114

2003

Why disaster recovery is
not sound

2004

2005

2007

ZeroNines does not use a disaster recovery strategy, and does not
advocate it for our customers, for strategic and practical reasons.
Our strategic reason: recovery is reactive, what happens after a disas‐
ter has already harmed your business. On its face, this is unsound
strategy. Even if DR were strategically tenable, however, we would
not rely on it because the methods available today for its implemen‐
tation are riddled with failure points.

7
The study omits 2006 data. “Optimizing Business Performance Requires
Optimizing Information Availability Investments.” IDC, 2006.
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To restate a key insight: the disaster recovery architecture, which
uses the synonym “failover,” is based on the cutover archetype. The
cutover archetype is flawed because it forces the customer to accept
business interruptions that, in light of the examples noted, can kill
the business.
An executive from EMC Corporation, the leading computer storage
equipment firm, puts it this way: “failover infrastructures are fail‐
ures waiting to happen.”8
If the boards of several publicly traded companies had any
idea how much they are spending on today’s disaster
recovery architectures, they would realize they are paying
for a fire sprinkler system that probably won’t work if they
have a fire.9
ZeroNines believes that existing disaster recovery designs are weak.
These weaknesses aren’t the fault of IT departments, but flaws prop‐
agated by vendor designs that have been present for years.
Before 9/11 these designs were usually deemed “good enough.”
They are:
•
•
•

Tape‐based disaster recovery
Remote vaulting
Server failover and clustering.

Tape‐based disaster recovery
With tape‐based disaster recovery, a recovery delay is inevitable and
of unknown duration: because of weather at the storage site, the sec‐
ondary site and between. A jet cannot deliver tapes if it cannot land
due to poor visibility. A truck cannot deliver tapes if the road is
coated with ice or diced by a hurricane or earthquake.

8
Dorian Naveh, Director, Product Marketing, 2005.
9
Conversation with ZeroNines, Benjamin Taylor, Chairman Emeritus, Disaster
Recovery Institute, January 2002.
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Remote vaulting
Remote vaulting is inadequate for continuous application availabil‐
ity. The remote system is not fully replicated during the operations
to split the mirror, image remotely and then resync the mirror.
Transactions that occur between the last mirror (replication) and the
trauma event cannot be assured. Even commit loggers cannot pro‐
tect in‐flight transactions. As with every other commercially avail‐
able alternative, supported distances are inadequate to meet the
dispersal rule. Remote vaulting also requires matched hardware
from the same vendor, limiting your flexibility.

Server failover and clustering
Server failover and clustering are the least bad of the conventional
attempts at application continuity, and they have their own prob‐
lems. Duplicate hardware and operating system configurations
from the same vendor are required. Shared storage must be repli‐
cated carefully or it becomes a single point of failure; even then,
cutover and block rewrite issues must be addressed. Supported dis‐
tances are vulnerable to the same physical trauma, so the dispersal
rule is not followed. Server failover and clustering are so expensive
and give the vendor so much negotiating leverage that they are
rarely used.

Conclusion
We conclude that disaster recovery is not strategically tenable, pre‐
con or postcon. Extensively used disaster recovery architectures
have fundamental design exposures that cannot be worked around.
IT organizations cannot circumvent the weaknesses with clever and
diligent implementation of either the DR architecture or server con‐
solidation. Disaster recovery designs are indadequate to support
continuous application availability.
The two‐hour rule and the dispersal rule cannot be satisified jointly
by any alternate commercial disaster recovery technology from any
other leading service provider or vendor today.
ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable jointly satisfies the two‐hour rule and
the dispersal rule.
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How AlwaysAvailable works
ZeroNines’ AlwaysAvailable architecture disaster‐proofs an appli‐
cation without a wholesale application rewrite. Instead, a protected
application communicates to the infrastructure through an Alway‐
sAvailable protocol interface (adapter).
The “application” in this sense is the user of the AlwaysAvailable
architecture. Examples include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

storage configurations
databases
transactions monitors
email systems
other business application software.

Application availability on a ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable configura‐
tion exceeds commercial alternatives at the same or lower cost for
the same or greater uptime.
Our architecture overcomes the limitations of disaster recovery
architecture with novel topology and protocols.
The effect is similar to assembling ordinary struts into a geodesic
dome. Our architecture makes the system more reliable than its
component parts, and the larger the system, the more flexible and
robust it (and IT) become.
The architecture and the design principles eliminate catastrophic
and site risks. AlwaysAvailable Synchronizer enables the technol‐
ogy to eliminate cutover risk. By enabling new servers to join a run‐
ning AlwaysAvailable configuration on‐the‐fly, no application‐level
cutover occurs. Instead, the new AlwaysAvailable servers process
new client requests until clients are no longer served by the non‐
AlwaysAvailable servers. A business‐stopping monolithic event is
not generated. Transition is application‐by‐application and client‐
by‐client in a manner that is transparent to application users. Once
the old server is no longer serving requests, it can be repurposed.
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Design principles

The design principles of a ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable architecture
are:
•
•
•
•
•

A one‐to‐many (1:m) session type is supported
Server hierarchy is eliminated
Server sites are diverse
Heterogeneous product sets are accommodated
Load balancing is a side effect.

A one‐to‐many (1:m) session type is supported
An AlwaysAvailable configuration maintains application sessions
that are one‐to‐many (1:m) in nature. Each session from a client (ser‐
vice requestor) is maintained with multiple application servers (ser‐
vice responders). Duplicate replies from servers are eliminated
during return to the client, ensuring integrity of the application
image.
The application need not be session‐oriented from the application’s
point of view. ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable supports sessionless and
session‐oriented applications.

Server hierarchy is eliminated
Each application server image in an AlwaysAvailable configuration
is always logically primary. In contrast with human relationships,
server hierarchy does not exist in an AlwaysAvailable configuration.
There are no secondary servers—not even the concept of “first
among equals.” Server primacy is perfectly shared without loss of
effectiveness, and all consolidation ratios supported by your post‐
con configuration work with AlwaysAvailable. At least two servers
process every client request. Because there are no secondary servers,
logical failover at the application layer does not occur, nor does it
need to occur. Processing by one site might cease within the Alway‐
sAvailable configuration for typical reasons such as scheduled
maintenance or physical trauma, but the other sites in that configu‐
ration continue processing in a zero‐loss manner that is transparent
to the application.

Server sites are diverse
As we indicated under “Site risk” on page 1‐9, ZeroNines uses the
“site diversity” concept to indicate a number of server sites that
share no physical exposures, such as infrastructure failure, natural
disaster, fire or explosion. When server sites are diverse, dispersed
by hundreds or thousands of miles and not dependent on the same
infrastructure, FailSafe application availability is feasible.
Application availability is augmented as diverse sites are added to a
configuration: five nines, seven nines or, with larger numbers of
servers, effectively zero nines—100% application uptime to client
requests, even with unscheduled server maintenance.
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The combination of shared server primacy and site diversity obvi‐
ates application‐wide recovery because application‐wide failure
does not occur.

Heterogeneous product sets are accommodated
Heterogeneity as a design principle produces more robust systems
by minimizing system‐wide effects of:
•
•

attacks that are specific to a particular operating system
vulnerabilities to model‐specific defects of vendor hardware or
software.

Example Every IT professional knows of situations in which Linux
servers kept running when NT servers were under attack. Any oper‐
ating system can be attacked. That said, we have never heard of a
successful all‐OS attack in a commercial setting.
ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable capability can be achieved with or
without heterogeneous product sets. You can mix and match old
and new hardware and operating systems, even from different ven‐
dors, without compromising AlwaysAvailable integrity. ZeroNines’
protocols prevent race conditions and operate asynchronously
across thousands of miles.
Removing matched‐speed and matched‐capacity constraints eases
the burden of prototype projects and enables maintenance and
upgrade of production servers and networks. You don’t have to do
everything at once to develop a prototype, deploy, or to maintain
production.
The benefits of heterogeneity can be considered in the context of
increased complexity. Some IT organizations prefer to standardize
on one server operating system to achieve economies of scope and
scale in consolidated infrastructure. Other organizations have long
ceased attempting such an approach in favor of accommodating
top‐down decisions driven by user requirments. Being application‐
and platform‐agnostic, ZeroNines’ architecture does not constrain
the choice of server operating system, hardware or network proto‐
cols, enabling heterogeneity as a design strategy for those who
choose it without excluding those who do not.

Load balancing is a side effect
The combination of shared server primacy and heterogeneity pro‐
duces, as a side effect, a survival‐of‐the‐fittest load balancing to sup‐
port your application layer. AlwaysAvailable consolidated servers
effectively compete to return results to requesting clients. A server
that is closer to the requesting client or that temporarily has less
workload might return a result more quickly than a faster processor
that is more geographically distant or temporarily under heavier
workload.
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Designers remain free to match speeds and capacities of servers or
networks for proprietary application‐layer load balancing algo‐
rithms without disrupting AlwaysAvailable capability.

A consolidated
infrastructure before and
after

2-10

To understand how a ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable configuration dif‐
fers in a general sense from typical application access, consider the
following exhibits.
Figure 2‐3 depicts a typical application access topology, before
AlwaysAvailable. An access network links users’ application clients
to a datacenter’s internal network via firewall, router and secure
gateway. The consolidated server complex responds to application
requests. In this example, database service was separately consoli‐
dated for ease of reconfiguration or performance.
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Figure 2-3
Typical consolidated application
access (not AlwaysAvailable)
2

In a ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable topology as shown in Figure 2‐4,
two (or more) ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable switches are present
between the application user network and the consolidated applica‐
tion servers’ network. Each AlwaysAvailable switch may have one
or more state‐accurate shadowing switches that continue service to
the application clients in case a switch discontinues service for any
reason, such as scheduled maintenance. AlwaysAvailable Switches
may be clustered for load balancing as desired.
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Figure 2-4
AlwaysAvailable consolidated
application access
2

The mere fact that an AlwaysAvailable configuration contains fewer
single points of failure from a hardware perspective does not fully
explain why continuous application availability is assured. Simply
buying more servers and configuring them for traditional DR
failover is insufficient to enable 100% uptime. Failover is insufficient
for continous availability. an AlwaysAvailable architecture requires
the AlwaysAvailable design principles to be implemented.
In a ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable configuration, each application
server is associated with a ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable node, a lis‐
tener function. When a client requests application service, at least
two AlwaysAvailable switches pass the request to at least two
AlwaysAvailable node listeners, each of which completely and inde‐
pendently processes the request using the respective servers associ‐
ated with those listeners. The results generated by the servers are
returned by the respective listeners to the switches, which coopera‐
tively return one copy of the result to the requesting client. Thus a
1:m session is implemented. Duplication of data is prevented, and
integrity of results is ensured, by the ZeroNines protcols and for‐
mats that are completely transparent to the application. Listener
functions may be implemented as hardware integrated with the
consolidated server or one or more software modules running on
the associated server.
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A ZeroNines configuration can utilize gateway, unicast or multicast
protocols, depending upon your requirements. This network proto‐
col flexibility is captured in our Transaction MultiSynch marque.

Overview of components

ZeroNines has developed a logical design architecture of functional
layers. The enabled result is continuous application availability
across heterogeneous platforms that can be separated by hundreds
or thousands of miles. Functions can be deployed across software,
firmware and hardware.
Figure 2‐5 depicts AlwaysAvailable componentry with the applica‐
tion user layer at the top, core functional services in the center, and
consolidated infrastructure and related interface support at the
base.

Figure 2-5
AlwaysAvailable componentry
2
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AlwaysAvailable protocol interfaces (adapters)
The ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable architecture natively supports cli‐
ent requests via the following protocols:
•

FTP

•

HTTP

•

POP3

•

SMTP.

Applications that do not use a natively supported interface issue
requests via a third‐party interface developed with the Alway‐
sAvailable protocol interface development kit.

Protocol state machine
The Protocol State Machine (PSM) component near the top acts as a
joining point for the supported client interfaces, manages protocol‐
specific wrappers that surround the transaction payload, and passes
that payload to and from the Data Authorization Manager. The PSM
also maintains session state information across AlwaysAvailable
nodes so that stateless protocols can be utilized for business conti‐
nuity.

Data authorization manager
Data Authorization Manager (DAM) implements secure access poli‐
cies using information from the Admin/Security core function. The
DAM decides whether an inbound message, connection or session
attempt is permitted to be processed or rejected.

AlwaysAvailable core functions
AlwaysAvailable core functions are as follows.

Admin / Security Administrative and security functions within
the MyFailSafe core govern the privileges of a process to upload,
download information and manage information. These functions
also serve monitoring and auditing purposes.
User Management Server User Management server enables a
network‐wide management of the way that application servers com‐
municate with the ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable services, managing
the interface across all ZeroNines nodes. This capability is essential
to make the hundreds or thousands of miles between sites to be
manageable. A typical example of a user management request is the
insertion of a protocol into the running system.
Guaranteed Message Server

Guaranteed
Message
Server
ensures point‐to‐point delivery of a message between AlwaysAvail‐
able switches and listening devices. GMS monitors message
acknowledgements from the listening devices and orders resends as
required. AlwaysAvailable messaging is stateless. Protocol interface
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components maintain session integrity for the application, includ‐
ing sequence. GMS provides delivery commitment.

Journal The Journal provides a robust journaling service that uti‐
lizes a structured format and a cache that can be implemented with
disk, tape or even flash memory. Journal keeps a copy of all transac‐
tions, enabling selective or comprehensive rebuild at any time for:
•
•
•
•

sychronization of a server that has been offline for maintenance
addition of a node for enhanced performance
restoration of a site lost to a disaster, and
forensic research for policy or regulatory audits.

Synchronizer

Synchronizer enables sites to join running config‐
urations on‐the‐fly and, commensurately, enables sites to leave a
running configuration for maintenance. Synchronizer functions rep‐
licate the application image to a candidate site using predefined
synchronization points for control and the Journal for content.
When the candidate site “catches up” to the application image, the
node is reactivated by the Register and joins processing.
The architecture and the design principles eliminate catastrophic
and site risks. AlwaysAvailable Synchronizer enables the technol‐
ogy to eliminate cutover risk. By enabling new servers to join a run‐
ning AlwaysAvailable configuration on‐the‐fly, no application‐level
cutover occurs. Instead, the new AlwaysAvailable servers process
new client requests until clients are no longer served by the non‐
AlwaysAvailable servers. A business‐stopping monolithic event is
not generated. Transition is application‐by‐application and client‐
by‐client in a manner that is transparent to application users. Once
the old server is no longer serving requests, it can be repurposed.

Register Register functions track basic topology configuration
data for management purposes.
AlwaysAvailable messaging bus
AlwaysAvailable components communicate via the Messaging Bus.
The Bus is highly secure, takes in transaction information and
encapsulates it in our message formats. The Bus also maintains
sequence of transmission for the application.

Server state machine
Server State Machine is the server side of the same function set as
the Protocol State Machine. It tracks the discrete states of operation
that a server may assume and the proper transitions between those
states.
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Other interfaces
The ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable protocol interface also supports
file system protocols, database protcools, SOAP, etc. These are typi‐
cally depicted next to the Server State Machine as “back‐end” or
“infrastructure” functions in large organizations.

Webadmin
Webadmin serves a browser‐based administrative interface for con‐
trol and monitoring of an AlwaysAvailable nework. Its requests are
served by the User Management Server.

Related nodes to 9’s

ZeroNines has developed configuration guidelines for estimating
the number of servers and other elements necessary to achieve
desired application availability. We have tested these guidelines in
our own business with our own mission‐critical application.
Your AlwaysAvailable configuration must reflect the imperatives of
your organization’s Business Impact Analysis, business plan and
regulatory requirements. ZeroNines believes that clients appreciate
sizing approximations as a starting point for proof‐of‐concept and
prototyping projects. Consultative services are available for the siz‐
ing of an AlwaysAvailable production configuration.

Table 2-1
Minimal site diversity for desired
availability during prototype tests

Availability in prototype (%)

Sites diversity required

99.999

2

99.99999

3

100

>3

Scheduled maintenance ignored. Minima shown are adequate for
prototyping projects. ZeroNines offers services for designing production
configurations.

Augmenting the minima shown by adding incrementally diverse
sites supports greater availability, such as during routine mainte‐
nance, upgrades, or additional trauma that causes simultaneous ser‐
vice interruptions at two or more sites.
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Case study: MyFailSafe.com

Design

ZeroNines Technology, Inc., invented MultiSynch technology and
has been using it for years in our own business for our own opera‐
tional continuity. We rely on it.
For us, email is a mission‐critical business application, so we com‐
menced a MultiSynch implementation with the MyFailSafe.com
email service (Figure 2‐6).
•

•

•

We standardized on one operating system for all three server
nodes, but CPU, RAM and disk are neither speed‐ nor capacity‐
matched.
Each server node is scheduled for 15 minutes of downtime per
month for log resets, staggered to ensure that no two nodes are
ever scheduled for simultaneous maintenance.
Telecommunication links are described in Table 2‐2 on
page 2‐18.

Figure 2-6
MyFailSafe.com topology, on
continuously since 2Q2004
2
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Table 2-2
MyFailSafe.com
telecommunication links

Results

City

Carrier

Link characteristics

Santa Clara, California

MCI

1MB, burstable

Denver, Colorado

Level 3

1MB, burstable

Orlando, Florida

Time Warner Telecom

1MB–10MB

Since activation on July 15, 2004, MyFailSafe.com has furnished con‐
tinuous service to email clients. There has never been an interrup‐
tion of service to email clients for any cause: scheduled or
unscheduled maintenance, server ugrades, virus attack, distributed
denial of service attack, or natural disasters. Never, for any cause.
In addition to the Hurricane Charley episode that we mentioned
under “Site risk” on page 1‐9, MyFailSafe.com notably continued
service despite the following developments.
Example During the late‐December 2004 Santy worm attack on
phpBB code, AOL email to two of our board members was disrupted
as AOL battled the worm. Email service by our system was not dis‐
rupted.
Example In December 2004, a 3‐day data center move disrupted ser‐
vice from the Florida node. As before, email clients received unin‐
terrupted service.
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Consolidation

0

Enterprises exponentially increase their probability of application
catastrophe by performing server consolidation without other
infrastructure improvements. Consolidating customers also face site
and cutover risks.
ZeroNines’ belief in the value of business continuity exceeds our
faith in disaster recovery strategy and other commercially available
products and services. ZeroNines has developed the patented
AlwaysAvailable architecture and technology to enable real
multivendor business continuity. Vendor and platform‐agnostic, our
technology is fully compatible with leading server virtualization
products.
Our architecture overcomes the limitations of the cutover‐based
disaster recovery paradigm with novel topology and protocols. In
doing so, AlwaysAvailable cuts cutover by eliminating catastrophic
risk, site risk and cutover risk. The effect is similar to assembling
ordinary struts into a geodesic dome. Our architecture makes the
system more reliable than its component parts, and the larger the
system, the more flexible and robust it (and IT) become. Far from
requiring you to invest in duplicate products from the same vendor,
AlwaysAvailable enables you to mix and match fully depreciated
heterogeneous assets.
Vendor‐ and platform‐neutral, and across thousands of miles
regardless of the network provider. Always on. AlwaysAvailable.
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Software Licensing Implications

License types
Seat licensing
ZeroNines opinion
Server licensing
ZeroNines opinion
Site licensing
ZeroNines site diversity
ZeroNines opinion
Transaction licensing
ZeroNines opinion

A–1
A–2
A–2
A–2
A–2
A–3
A–3
A–4
A–4
A–5

Bargaining power
Customers
Larger customers
Smaller customers
Software licensors
Licensors with a simple portfolio
Licensors with a complex portfolio

A–6
A–6
A–6
A–6
A–7
A–7
A–7
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Introduction

Software Licensing Implications

Neither server virtualization nor deployment of ZeroNines
AlwaysAvailable architecture is likely to have uniform effects on
software licensing practices. ZeroNines recommends that clients
analyze the impact on a case‐by‐case basis and engage in dialogue
with their software vendors.
We see two main influences at work in analyzing the likely effect of
server virtualization and AlwaysAvailable on software licensing:
•
•

types of licenses in use
relative bargaining power of the customers and licensors.

Bargaining power is more important. The influence of bargaining is
best understood, however, in the context of the types of licenses cur‐
rently in use and the complexity of licensor portfolios.
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License types
ZeroNines is aware of four widely used models of software licens‐
ing: a fee per
•
•
•
•

Table A-1
Software licensing types

seat
server
site
transaction.

Type

Typical usage

Comments

Seat

Application

•
•

Server

Infrastructure
software, some
applications

•
•
•
•

Site

Any category

•

•
•

Transaction

Application

•
•
•
•
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Server count and site count
irrelevant to license pricing.
Service pricing might be affected,
though not 1:1.
Server count drives everything.
Traditional failover server
typically included in price.
Volume discounts usually apply.
Service pricing likely affected,
though not 1:1
Traditional failover site typically
included in price. Includes all
servers at that site.
Hot sites added for less than full
cost of a site.
Service pricing likely affected,
though not 1:1.
End‐customer business drives
everything
Seat, server and site counts
irrelevant
Volume discounts usually do not
apply
Service pricing likely affected,
though not 1:1.
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License types

Seat licensing

Seat licensing is driven by the number of persons who use the soft‐
ware simultaneously, regardless of the quantity of servers or sites
required. Software might reside at the individual workstation or
point of transaction, on a server, or at both types of machines. Seat
licensing is more commonly used for application software for which
the per‐person benefit is easy to quantify.
Example Desktop software for sales forces or for call center
operations where the abilities of service representatives are well
understood and the benefit to the end customer is easily
quantifiable (e.g. shorter call hold times). The software customer’s
expense and capacity scale with business activity, enabling finely
tuned capacity changes as conditions warrant.
Seat licensing is more common for business application software
and less so for infrastructure software, such as server operating sys‐
tems.

ZeroNines opinion
ZeroNines believes that seat licensing schemes are unlikely to be
affected by server consolidation or the deployment of our Alway‐
sAvailable technology. Server‐side service pricing might be affected,
but not on a 1:1 basis.
•

•

Server licensing

Software vendors apply volume discounts for all but the
smallest or least astute customers.
Service complexity does not scale 1:1 because, by design, virtual
servers and AlwaysAvailable‐enabled servers are functionally
equivalent from the perspective of the client software that
requests service.

Server licensing is driven by the number of servers that support
requests for processing. These requests may originate from other
servers, such as for database support, or client machines, such as
from browsers for Web pages or from ATMs. The licensed software
resides on each server machine and is typically perceived to offer an
economy of scale or surge capacity. Used for some application soft‐
ware, server licensing is the approach of choice for customers and
vendors of infrastructure software, such as operating systems and
some database products.
The price of a server license usually includes usage of the same soft‐
ware at a customer’s backup site for traditional—unreliable—
failover. Volume discounts usually apply as well.

ZeroNines opinion
ZeroNine believes that customers who deploy server virtualization
or our AlwaysAvailable technology are likely to change the server
quantity that they use without necessarily increasing the number of
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client machines that utilize those servers. Temporarily setting aside
bargaining power as a topic for consideration, we conclude that
their software vendors will negotiate for license fees accordingly.
Extending the legacy mindset to a logical upper limit, the number of
licenses required is half the number of servers. Variations are likely
to be driven more by bargaining power than technical factors. Ser‐
vice pricing for additional sites is also likely to be affected, but not
on a 1:1 basis.

Site licensing

Site licensing is driven by the number of geographically defined
entities where the customer uses the software. A site license can
encompass client‐side and server‐side components. Compared to
seat and server licensing, site licensing is administratively simple
and converts most of if not all license costs to fixed costs. Customers
who anticipate rapid or volatile growth in software utilization find
the simplicity of site licensing to be attractive. These customers fre‐
quently pursue consistency in the way the software is used,
enabling economies of scale in service and support. Configuration
choices and changes in the ratio of clients to servers can be made
rapidly by IT personnel to respond to operational needs without
approvals from a purchasing entity. In a sense, site licensing is the
preferred approach for customers who extensively use virtual
server provisioning.
The price of a site license usually includes usage of the same soft‐
ware at a customer’s backup site. In effect, a “site” is typically
viewed as a “production environment” that includes a failover site.
Volume discounts can apply to site licenses, though the quantities
and scaling are obviously less dramatic than one with server or seat
licensing.

ZeroNines site diversity
ZeroNines has developed configuration guidelines for estimating
the number of sites and other elements necessary to achieve desired
application availability. We have tested these guidelines in our own
business with our own mission‐critical application.
An AlwaysAvailable configuration must reflect the imperatives of
the client’s Business Impact Analysis, business plan and regulatory
requirements. ZeroNines believes that clients appreciate sizing
approximations as a starting point for proof‐of‐concept and proto‐
typing projects. Consultative services are available to clients for the
sizing of an AlwaysAvailable production configuration.
The site diversity indicated in Table A‐2 supports the indicated
application availability during trauma to one of the sites.
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Table A-2
Minimal site diversity for desired
availability during prototype tests

Availability in prototype (%)

Sites diversity required

99.999

2

99.99999

3

100

>3

Scheduled maintenance ignored. Minima shown are adequate for
prototyping projects. ZeroNines offers services for designing production
configurations.

ZeroNines opinion
ZeroNines believes that extremely large customers with sophisti‐
cated follow‐the‐sun global operational strategies are unlikely to
utilize more sites than they do now. Other customers who currently
utilize site licensing and who deploy our AlwaysAvailable technol‐
ogy might utilize more server sites (not necessarily more servers)
than they currently use to achieve the desired application availabil‐
ity. In some instances it will be rational for the customer and soft‐
ware supplier to change from site licensing to a combination of seat
and server licensing, or to change exclusively to one of these two
alternatives. Continuing temporarily to set aside bargaining power
as a topic for consideration, we conclude that vendors of server‐
driven site licenses will negotiate for license fees according to the
total number of server sites. Volume discounts are likely to apply.
As with seat and server licensing, service pricing for additional sites
is also likely to be affected, but not on a 1:1 basis.

Transaction licensing

Transaction licensing is driven by the quantity of transactions per‐
formed by the licensee, usually the licensee’s revenue transactions
with its customers. The quantities of seats, servers and sites, and the
software design architecture, are irrelevant to transaction licensing.
Volume discounts might apply, though this is inconsistent with the
shared reward‐risk nature of the bargain. Transaction licensing is
more commonly used for application software for which the per‐
transaction benefit is easy to quantify.
Example A retail bank pays per‐transaction for loan origination. The
more loans the bank writes, the more it pays in software license fees,
but each loan application generates revenue well in excess of its
license fee.
Seat licensing is more common for business application software
and less so for infrastructure software, such as server operating sys‐
tems.
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ZeroNines opinion
ZeroNines believes that transaction licensing schemes are unlikely
to be affected by server consolidation or the deployment of our
AlwaysAvailable technology. Server‐side service pricing might be
affected, but not on a 1:1 basis.
•

•

The transactions subject to fees are those that directly connect to
an external party, such as a customer. The ZeroNines
MultiSynch technology replicates transactions within the
architecture to ensure AlwaysAvailable capability, but the
requesting client receives one response per request. The external
party participates in exactly the same quantity of transactions as
before. MultiSynch operates behind the scenes.
Service complexity does not scale 1:1 because, by design, virtual
servers and AlwaysAvailable‐enabled servers are functionally
equivalent from the perspective of the client software that
requests service.
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Bargaining power
ZeroNines believes that the more important influence on software
licensing practices is the relative bargaining power of licensors and
their customers. Our view is informed by Michael Porter’s work on
industry concentration as a key influence of bargaining power.
A quantitative conclusion about such power requires a comparative
industry structure analysis that is beyond the scope of this Brief. We
would utilize Porter’s framework to pursue such a project. Such
analysis must consider, for example, the recent relative rates of con‐
solidation of the securities, banking, computer processor, computer
software, computer storage and telecommunications industries.
The essence of most such analyses, we believe, is likely to boil down
to the following.

Customers

The exercised bargaining power of customers is most likley to corre‐
spond to their size and wealth relative to the licensor.

Larger customers
Large, wealthy software customers pose a credible threat of devel‐
oping and maintaining their own software. Many develop their own
application software, not merely customize it, as a means of ensur‐
ing timely access to desired features and, more importantly, to
maintain competitive differentiation. Third‐party software used on
a non‐exclusive license seldom yields competitive differentiation.
Accustomed to volume discounts and failover site inclusion in cur‐
rent licensing, many large customers may take a firm negotiating
position with their software vendors, arguing that a virtual provi‐
sioning and AlwaysAvailable deployment merely extend their cur‐
rent capabilities. Software license expense of these customer is likely
to grow more slowly than their number of servers and sites. Parallel
reasoning suggests service pricing also will grow more slowly due
to the inherent consistency of the server > client relationship in the
AlwaysAvailable architecture.

Smaller customers
Smaller customers typically exercise less bargaining power than
larger customers, both because they face a more concentrated IT
industry and because their own development resources do not com‐
mand the same threat posed by their larger counterparts.
Smaller customers might be able to find effective tactics for negotia‐
tion..
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Software licensors

A software licensor’s behavior depends largely upon the complexity
of its portfolio of services and products. The simpler the licensor
portfolio, the easier for us to predict the licensor’s likely
approaches.

Licensors with a simple portfolio
Licensors with very simple portfolios, such as application‐only, soft‐
ware‐only firms that utilize server pricing, are the most likely to bar‐
gain vigorously for 1:1 license scaling in a virtual server
environment and a ZeroNines AlwaysAvailable configuration. That
said, there are very few application‐only, software‐only firms. This
doesn’t mean they are irrelevant, only that they are not pervasive.

Licensors with a complex portfolio
More commonly in our view, a software licensor offers both applica‐
tion and infrastructure software and services (Oracle, Microsoft), or
application software and infrastructure software, hardware and ser‐
vices (HP, IBM).
Example IBM has the broadest and deepest offering portfolio in the
IT industry. IBM includes complex business consulting from its
purchase of PriceWaterhouseCoopers, technical design services
from its legacy software divisions, hardware from the largest
mainframes through midrange systems, installation and other
rollout services, customer education services, break‐fix and spare
parts provisioning, maintenance and management services, and
financial services to make all of these products and services more
affordable.
In complex‐portfolio firms, different portfolio elements typically are
sold by separately managed and incented sales forces and product
managers, making comprehesive account management substan‐
tively complex and politically delicate. The products are developed
by separately managed R&D teams that have enough trouble com‐
municating standards within themselves, much less across organi‐
zational boundaries. Consulting services are usually developed on a
client‐by‐client basis and rarely integrated or uniformly shared
firm‐wide. Portfolio fratricide is the rule, not the exception, and sev‐
eral deals are usually required before senior management selects
changes to rules of engagement to optimize corporate performance.
All of this complexity, however, is inherent in firms with broad and
deep capabilities to help customer solve complex problems and to
solve simple problems efficiently. The more a firm has to offer, the
greater its complexity.
Given both the opportunities and risks of their portfolio complexity,
ZeroNines expects complex vendors to behave flexibily on software
licensing questions, keeping the door open to substantial discounts
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or scaling slopes less than 1:1 as long as other parts of the portfolio
can continue to flow into the customer’s door. Firms that offer sub‐
stantial installation and maintenance services, for example, are
loathe to forego a 5‐ to 15‐year maintenance contract solely to main‐
tain 1:1 scaling on server licensing. The strategic influence of these
firms is mainly attributable to their client‐facing personnel than
their software products, and quite unlike the people, software can
be replicated at essentially zero marginal expense.
Bargaining analysis aside, simple customer inertia could decide the
question in many cases. In the words of Benjamin Taylor, past presi‐
dent of the Disaster Recovery Institute and formerly of IBM Recovery
Services, now a business continuity executive at Perot Systems:
All of the big vendors have used the current … licensing
model since the 1980s and will not want to disrupt the
potential for additional revenue opportunities by changing
one to whch their customers are accustomed.
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ZeroNines® Technology, Inc. provides a new standard in network
disaster recovery, shifting the paradigm from reactive recovery to
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security and availability technology pushes application uptime
beyond five nines (99.999%) to virtually 100% anytime, all the time
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points of failure. It operates agnostically across multiple platforms,
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